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Abstract

Monthly centralized bidding is a key link in the transition from annual
bilateral trading to spot trading, the research object of this paper is the multi-
type power system (coupling system) which is integrated and coupled by
thermal power and renewable energy under the same grid point, from the
market point of view, this paper discusses its competitive strategy and rev-
enue in the monthly centralized bidding market. First, an outer-level market
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clearing model that adapts to the participation of the coupling system is
constructed to maximize the clearing in terms of social welfare. Secondly,
considering the forecast error of scenery, the optimization model of the
inner coupling system is established to analyze the cost of the coupling
system, and the increment of the coupling system is evaluated quantitatively.
Finally, a two-layer optimization model for coupling system to participate
in the monthly centralized bidding market is formed, and then the optimal
operation strategy of coupling system is studied. The simulation verification
of the calculation example shows that participating in the monthly centralized
bidding transaction in the mode of the coupling system will increase the
income of each of the scenery and fire, the proposed coupling system model
promotes changes in the energy structure of the power market, driven by
improving the overall economic benefits, ensuring the economic benefits of
traditional units and expanding the scope of the renewable energy market, so
as to provide electricity to renewable energy and thermal power to improve
auxiliary services. The development of the situation provides new ideas for
the large-scale grid-connected consumption of new energy.

Keywords: Coupling system, electricity markets, bidding strategies,
monthly centralized bidding, market cleared.

1 Introduction

With the advancement of the “dual-carbon” goals, “zero-carbon” new energy
will enter the power system on a large scale and in a large proportion, bringing
significant changes to the energy security of the grid, and posing severe
challenges to the large-scale integration of new energy [1]. In the northern
region’s power grid, there is a low proportion of flexible and adjustable power
sources, and the flexibility requirements for high-level new energy integration
mainly rely on thermal power units [2]. Although measures such as flexibility
retrofitting of thermal power units [3] and coordinated scheduling of electric
heating [4] effectively reduce wind and solar curtailment rates, the further
growth of new energy urgently requires the grid to provide more flexible
and rapid adjustment capabilities. In this context, this article proposes a
model that integrates new energy and thermal power generation in a unified
manner, driven by economic and environmental benefits, from the perspective
of monthly markets. It investigates the design methods and bidding strate-
gies for the rational and effective participation of new energy in medium
and long-term markets, expands the scope of new energy participation in
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the market, and enhances the competitiveness of new energy in medium
and long-term markets. While ensuring the economic benefits of traditional
power generation units, this model provides a new approach for the further
integration of large-scale new energy.

The monthly centralized bidding market in China has been in operation
for a relatively short period of time. Monthly centralized bidding transactions
play a crucial role in the power market as a bridge between annual bilat-
eral transactions and spot transactions. The participating power generation
companies in the monthly centralized bidding market are mainly traditional
thermal power units. The traded electricity volume in the monthly central-
ized transactions is approximately several hundred million kilowatt-hours.
However, due to the unstable output of new energy units and the inability
of current forecasting methods for new energy units to meet the clearing
mechanism and transaction timing of the monthly centralized bidding market,
market fairness and competition principles may result in a significant amount
of curtailed wind and solar power or financial loss. Therefore, wind and solar
power units have almost no market share in the current monthly centralized
bidding market.

Currently, there are three main aspects of research on the participation of
power generation companies in the monthly centralized market: (1) Research
on joint bidding strategies in multi-type power generation systems: Refer-
ences [5–7] focus on the participation of virtual power plants in short-term
transactions, using a multi-scenario approach to deal with the uncertainty of
day-ahead market prices and wind power output. They optimize short-term
transactions with the objective of maximizing bidding profits in the day-ahead
market and considering the rewards and penalties from the balancing market.
References [8, 9] propose a multi-agent system electricity market bidding
system consisting of higher-level power markets, microgrids, and power gen-
eration companies and components. They respectively put forward bidding
strategies for maximizing the profits of microgrids and power generation
companies and cost optimization strategies within microgrids. References
[10, 11] consider the impact of uncertainties in new energy output and market
prices. They establish joint optimization operation and bidding models for
CSP power plants and wind farms, and simulation results validate the advan-
tages of joint bidding strategies compared to separate bidding strategies.
References [12, 13] aim to reduce the impact of wind power deviation penal-
ties on wind power generators’ income. They use stochastic mixed-integer
linear programming to explore the optimal bidding strategy for the joint
operation of wind and thermal power units, utilizing the flexible adjustment
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capabilities of thermal power units to compensate for the power deviation
caused by wind power uncertainty. (2) Research on bidding strategies for
traditional power generation companies: References [14, 15] analyze market
equilibrium in the day-ahead bidding market using different algorithms.
Reference [16] introduces evolutionary game theory into power generation
companies’ bidding strategies and proposes a method to enhance their profits
by combining evolutionary game theory with a hybrid differential evolution
algorithm. Reference [17] proposes different bidding schemes based on the
available market information to achieve lower risks and better adaptability.
(3) Research on bidding strategies for medium to long-term power generation
companies mainly focuses on single-type power sources. Reference [18]
proposes corresponding curve trading strategies from the perspectives of
power generation companies, electricity users, and power retailers, providing
decision support for the healthy operation of the power market. References
[19–21] simulate the relevant rules of the domestic monthly centralized bid-
ding market and analyze the entire market game process for power generation
companies. Reference [22] introduces financial investment decision-making
and market risk theory to study the decision-making and methods of power
generation companies in medium to long-term bilateral and monthly central-
ized transactions. However, due to cost-effectiveness considerations, power
generation companies currently do not invest too many resources in the devel-
opment of power market bidding schemes, and there are more companies
relying on experienced bidding. In summary, research on the participation of
new energy in the spot market is currently thriving. Therefore, in the research
on joint bidding strategies in multi-type power generation systems, the time
scale mainly focuses on the day-ahead and intraday markets. However, in
the medium to long-term market, research on bidding strategies for power
generation companies mainly considers single-type power sources, lacking
research on market bidding strategies for thermal power and new energy
forming a single market entity at the same grid connection point in the context
of the medium to long-term monthly centralized bidding market.

In the current electricity market, there are several important differences
between the monthly market and the rolling trading in the medium to long-
term market. The transactions in the monthly market primarily focus on short-
term electricity demand and supply, whereas rolling trading in the medium to
long-term market is more concerned with the balance of the electricity market
over longer periods.

The monthly market is characterized by high liquidity and quick respon-
siveness, targeting short-term fluctuations in the electricity market. Traders in
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the monthly market can conduct transactions based on the electricity demand
and supply for the current month, effectively dealing with unforeseen events
and short-term supply-demand imbalances. However, due to its short-term
nature, this market may not fully reflect the long-term trends of the electricity
market.

On the other hand, rolling trading in the medium to long-term market
emphasizes the stability and predictability of the electricity market. It allows
traders to engage in long-term contract transactions, providing producers with
more stable income and buyers with more stable electricity.

Based on the aforementioned research, this article focuses on the coupling
and integration of new energy units and thermal power units at the same
grid connection point as a unified market competition entity. New energy
and thermal power are integrated into a coupled system at the same grid
connection point, participating in the electricity market as a unified entity
and having unified settlement of revenue and costs. It investigates their
participation in the monthly centralized bidding market and establishes an
outer supply function equilibrium model that adapts to the participation of the
coupled system in the market, aiming to maximize social welfare and obtain
the cleared electricity quantity and price for the coupled system. Furthermore,
an inner optimization model for the coupled system is developed, with the
goal of maximizing the system’s own profits and quantitatively evaluating its
economic benefits. Finally, a two-level optimization model is formulated for
the coupled system’s participation in the monthly centralized bidding market,
and the strategies for the coupled system’s participation are discussed. Using
actual operational data from a provincial power grid as a case study, this
research verifies the superiority of the coupled system model in the form
of monthly centralized bidding from the perspective of the power market.
It provides new insights for gradually establishing a pattern where new energy
provides the main electricity supply while thermal power provides auxiliary
services.

2 The Participation of the Coupled System in the Monthly
Centralized Market

2.1 Definition of Coupled System

From a broad perspective, at the provincial power grid level, different types
of power generation units are integrated and coupled, and their integration
optimization and coordinated control objectives can be achieved through
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aggregation. From a narrow perspective, this paper refers to the integration
and coupling of new energy and thermal power units at the same grid
connection point as a multi-source system, which is referred to as a coupled
system. The coupled system can be a broad regional power grid or a narrow
definition of a coupled system at the same grid connection point. Its essential
characteristic is that the coupled system participates in the electricity market
as a unified entity. Compared to a coupled system, the traditional bundling
of wind, solar, and thermal power involves direct dispatch instructions issued
by the dispatch center to various power generation stations for generation
scheduling. However, the coupled system referred to in this paper has a
different dispatch method than the traditional bundling of wind, solar, and
thermal power. The dispatch instructions are issued by the dispatch center to
the secondary dispatch center within the coupled system, and then distributed
to individual power generation units within the coupled system by the sec-
ondary dispatch center. The secondary dispatch center of the coupled system
can optimize and coordinate the internal operation of the coupled system,
reduce wind and solar curtailment rates, improve the integration capacity of
new energy, and enhance the overall generation performance of the coupled
system. The coupled system has good control capabilities and cost advantages
for new energy, making it easier to participate in market competition and
achieve economic benefits for the coupled system. It also helps address the
problem of new energy integration, making it a typical coupling method
of significant research value. Figure 1 depicts the schematic diagram of a
coupled system.

2.2 The Significance of the Participation of the Coupled System
in the Monthly Centralized Bidding Market

The coordinated collaboration of different types of units within the coupled
system contributes to maximizing overall benefits. As the main participant
in the power market, the coupled system can enhance the market share of
new energy units and improve the proactive regulation capabilities of thermal
power units.

From the perspective of power generation, considering the significant
impact of natural factors on new energy generation companies and their lim-
ited controllability, it becomes challenging for them to establish a presence
in the monthly centralized bidding market. To address this issue, integrating
new energy units with thermal power units into a coupled system as a
unified dispatch and trading entity allows them to participate together in the
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the wind-solar-fire coupling system.

monthly centralized market. By forming a coupled system, which consists
of both flexible thermal power units and environmentally friendly but less
controllable new energy units, the system can ensure the overall quality
of the electricity output through internal coordination. Additionally, it can
strive to increase the integration level of new energy within the system to
lower the overall generation cost. This enables the coupled system to gain
an advantage in seller bidding competition. Therefore, by participating in the
monthly centralized bidding market through the coupled system model, new
energy units can generate higher profits. At the same time, thermal power
units within the coupled system can also benefit from the overall economic
improvements of the coupled system, leading to increased profitability for
them as well.

3 Double-layer Optimization Model Applicable to the
Participation of Coupled Systems in the Monthly
Centralized Bidding

The bidding strategy of the coupled system in the monthly centralized bidding
market is a double-layer coordinated optimization process (as shown in
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Figure 2 Wind-solar-fire coupling system participates in monthly centralized bidding
double-layer optimization model diagram.

Figure 2): the outer layer is the market clearing model, where the coupled
system, as a single power generation unit, participates in the centralized
bidding along with other power generation companies. By providing a bid-
ding function, the market clearing is achieved, and the final cleared price and
quantity of the coupled system are obtained and transmitted to the inner layer.
The inner layer deals with the problem of maximizing the economic benefits
of the coupled system under its own constraints. It considers the income in
the monthly centralized bidding market, market deviation penalties, and the
costs of different types of units within the coupled system, ultimately obtain-
ing the monthly centralized bidding revenue for the coupled system. This
revenue is then used to generate the bidding function for the following month
through power generation forecast, which is fed back into the outer layer
model.

4 The Outer Layer is the Market Clearing Model in the
Monthly Centralized Bidding Market

4.1 The Supply Function Model of the Coupled System

The cost analysis of different types of units in the coupled system takes into
account the operating costs of thermal power units and the fixed costs of wind
and solar photovoltaic units. Typically, the cost function of thermal power
units is a variable cost function or an operating cost function, which can be
represented by a quadratic function. Therefore, the monthly transaction cost
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function of thermal power units in the coupled system is as follows:

Ccsh = 0.5acshq
2
csh + bcshqcsh + ccsh (1)

Where, Ccsh is the cost function of the thermal power generation units
within the coupled system; acsh , bcsh , ccsh are the cost coefficient of the
thermal power generation units within the coupled system; qcsh is the
monthly electricity generation of the thermal power generation units within
the coupled system.

In most studies related to wind and thermal joint bidding, the fixed costs
of renewable energy sources are often overlooked. However, in reality, the
upfront investment costs of renewable energy units cannot be ignored.

Ccspv = mpvqpv (2)

Ccsw = mwqw (3)

Where, Ccspv , Ccsw are the cost function for the wind and solar PV units
within the coupled system; mpv , mw are the cost per unit of electricity for the
wind and solar PV units within the coupled system; qpv , qw are the monthly
traded electricity generation volume for the wind and solar PV units.

mpv =
Cpvi +OMC pv + Cpv fim − Cpvs

Qpv
(4)

mw =
Cwi +OMCw + Cw fim − Cws

Qw
(5)

Where, Cpvi , Cwi are the total investment cost for the solar PV and wind
power units; OMC pv , OMCw are the operational and maintenance cost for
the solar PV and wind power units; Cpv fim , Cw fim are the financial interest
cost for the solar PV and wind power units; Cpvs , Cws are the government
subsidy cost for the solar PV and wind power units; Qcspv , Qcsw are the total
electricity generation over the entire lifecycle of the solar PV and wind power
units.

Qcspv =

Tpv∑
t=1

Cpv ×Hpv × (1− PCRpv )

(1 + rpv )t
(6)

Qcsw =

Tw∑
t=1

Cw ×Hw × (1− PCRw)

(1 + rw)t
(7)
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Where, Cpv , Cw are the installed capacity of the solar PV and wind
power units; Hpv , Hw are the annual average operating hours of the solar
PV and wind power units; PCRpv , PCRw are the utilization rate of the solar
PV and wind power units; rpv , rw are the discount rate of the solar PV and
wind power units; Tpv , Tw are the lifespan of the solar PV and wind power
units.

Based on the cost characteristics analysis of wind, solar, and thermal
power in Equations (4)–(7), we obtain the comprehensive cost function for
the monthly centralized bidding of the coupled system.

C̃cs =
Ccshqcsh + Ccswqcsw + Ccspvqcspv

qcsh + qcsw + qcspv
(8)

Where, C̃cs are the comprehensive cost function of the coupled system.
Based on the equilibrium model of the supply function and the bidding

function of the thermal power generation companies in Equation (3), it is
necessary to fit the various types of units in the coupled system into quadratic
cost function forms that can participate in the market together with other
conventional thermal power units.

Ccs = 0.5acsq
2
cs + bcsqcs + ccs (9)

qcs = qcsh + qcsw + qcspv (10)

Where, Ccsh is the fitted quadratic cost function for the coupled system;
qcs is the monthly electricity generation of the coupled system, acsh , bcsh ,
ccsh are the cost coefficient of the coupled system.

MC cs = acsqcs + bcs (11)

Where, MC cs is the comprehensive marginal cost function of the coupled
system. Based on this, the linear bidding curve of the coupled system is
formed.

pcs = mcsqcs + lcsncs (12)

Where, pcs is the bidding function curve of the coupled system; lcs is
the bidding coefficient of the coupled system; mcs , ncs are the bidding
parameters of the coupled system.

4.2 Supply Function Model of Other Thermal Power Companies

The linear supply function model is used in this paper to construct the bidding
strategy of traditional power generation companies in monthly centralized
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transactions. The monthly transaction cost function and marginal cost of
traditional power generation companies are given by:

Ci = 0.5aiq
2
i + biqi + ci (13)

MC i = aiqi + bi (14)

Where, Ci is the monthly transaction cost function of the thermal power
company; MC i is the monthly transaction marginal cost function of the
thermal power unit; ai, bi, ci are the constant coefficient of the thermal power
variable cost.

The thermal power company uses the marginal cost curve as a template
in the bidding process. The bidding function is often higher than the marginal
cost function. Therefore, the marginal cost curve is subjected to an affine
transformation to generate its own bidding curve. The intercept and slope of
the curve can be adjusted, or both the slope and intercept can be adjusted
simultaneously [23]. In this study, the derivation of the formula is based on
adjusting the intercept of the variable curve. Thus, the bidding curve of the
thermal power company is given by:

pi = miqi + lini (15)

Where pi is the bidding function curve of the thermal power company;
li is the bidding coefficient of the thermal power company; qi is the bidding
quantity of the power generation company; mi, ni are the bidding parameter
of the power generation company.

4.3 The Load Demand Function Model

Corresponding to the generation-side bidding function, the load inverse
demand function reflects the relationship between the electricity price that
consumers are willing to accept and the electricity demand [14].

pj = ejqj + fj (16)

Where pj is the electricity price that consumers are willing to accept; qj
is the electricity demand of consumers; ej , fj is the constant coefficient of
the linear demand function.

Integrating Equation (8), we obtain:

Bj(qj) =

∫
(ejqj + fj)dqj = 0.5ejq

2
j + fjqj (17)
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Figure 3 Supply function equilibrium model.

Where Bj(qj) is the utility function of the user, where the utility function
is the integral of the demand function.

4.4 Monthly Centralized Bidding Market Clearing Model

In the monthly centralized bidding market, there is typically no tacit bidding
behavior among power generation companies. The Supply Function Equi-
librium (SFE) model is widely applied [24]. Nash equilibrium is achieved
during the unified marginal clearing, where the price corresponding to the
equilibrium point is the clearing price. At this equilibrium point, no mar-
ket participant can increase their profit by changing their bidding strategy.
Power generation companies formulate bidding strategies based on their own
constraints and costs, and submit bidding functions. The bidding function
of each market participant is a linear function. The objective is to maxi-
mize social welfare, considering constraints such as supply-demand balance,
power generation output, and ramp rate. The monthly centralized bidding
market clearing in the context of the supply function equilibrium model
involves the objective function and constraints as follows:

max fM =
∑
j

(0.5ejq
2
j + fjqj)−

∑
i

(0.5miq
2
i + liniqi) (18)

s.t



∑
i

qi −
∑
j

qj = 0

qmin
i ≤ qi ≤ qmax

i

qj ≥ 0

lmin
i ≤ li ≤ lmax

i

(19)
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Where, the objective function is the difference between total consumer
utility (consumer surplus) and production costs (producer surplus);

∑
i qi −∑

j qj = 0 is the constraint for electricity supply-demand balance; qmax
i ,

qmin
i are the lower and upper limits of power generation for the generating

units; lmax
i , lmin

i are the lower and upper limits of bidding coefficients for the
generating units.

4.5 Monthly Centralized Bidding Market Deviation Assessment

The deviation assessment in the monthly centralized bidding market in this
paper refers to the “Electricity Medium- to Long-Term Basic Trading Rules
2020”. When there is a deviation between the actual monthly electricity
demand and the monthly generation plan, penalties are imposed on the
deviating trading units.

Deviation quantity of generation companies refers to the excess or short-
fall of electricity generated by a generation company due to its own reasons.
Deviation within 2% of the total electricity quantity is exempt from deviation
assessment fees. However, if the deviation exceeds 2%, the generation com-
pany will be subject to deviation penalty fees for the excess or shortfall in
electricity generation.

Pegc = P̄D • k1(k1 ≤ 1) (20)

Where, Pegc is the settlement price for excess generation quantity, P̄D is
the weighted average price for generation-side downward regulation service
quantity, k1 is the penalty coefficient for excess generation quantity by
generation companies. If the system does not invoke the downward regulation
service in a given month, the excess generation quantity will be settled by
multiplying the lowest transaction price in the monthly centralized bidding
market (or the uniform clearing price) by the penalty coefficient.

Plgc = P̄R • k2(k2 ≥ 1) (21)

Where, Plgc is the settlement price for deficient generation quantity, P̄R

is the weighted average price for generation-side upward regulation service
quantity, k2 is the penalty coefficient for deficient generation quantity by
generation companies. If the system does not invoke the upward regulation
service in a given month, the deficient generation quantity will be settled by
multiplying the highest transaction price in the monthly centralized bidding
market (or the uniform clearing price) by the penalty coefficient.
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5 Inner Coupling-Centralized Bidding Optimization Model

5.1 Wind-Solar Forecast Deviation

Considering that the time scale of the participating bidding market is in
months, there is no need for ultra-short-term power forecasting for the uncer-
tainty constraints of the renewable energy portion in the coupled system.
Only monthly electricity forecasting is required, which reduces the difficulty
and accuracy of the forecasting while ensuring the participation of a certain
amount of renewable energy in the centralized bidding market. Reasonably
and effectively conducting monthly electricity forecasting can reduce the
deviation assessment penalties for renewable energy units in the monthly
centralized bidding market. The total error in wind farm and solar power plant
generation forecasting is:

∆qs,t = (qcsw ,t − q̃csw ,t) + (qcspv ,t − q̃cspv ,t) (22)

If the wind and solar power forecasting error ∆qics,t < 0, there will be a
shortage of electricity in the coupled system, and it will be necessary for the
thermal power units within the coupled system to supplement the electricity
;When the wind and solar power forecasting error ∆qics,t > 0, there will be
an excess of electricity in the coupled system, and the thermal power units
within the coupled system need to reduce their generation; if ∆qics,t > η,
the wind and solar power forecasting error exceeds the minimum generation
capacity of the thermal power units within the coupled system, it will be
necessary to curtail wind and solar power generation.

5.2 The Inner Optimization Objective Function of the Coupled
System is as Follows

Based on the current operation mechanism of the long-term trading in the
electricity market, considering the constraints of wind power, photovoltaic
power, and thermal power units in the coupled system, the objective function
for maximizing the economic benefits of the coupled system is as follows:

maxEncs =

n∑
i

Eics ∗ qics−
(Cicshqicsh + Cicswqicsw + Cicspvqicspv )

−Eipd

 (23)

Where, Encs is the net profit of the coupled system participating in the
monthly centralized bidding market; Eics is the unit income, the market clear-
ing electricity price, of the coupled system’s i-th participation in the monthly
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centralized bidding market; qics is the electricity volume traded by the
coupled system in the i-th monthly centralized bidding; Cicsh , Cicsw , Cicspv

are the unit cost of thermal power, wind power, and photovoltaic power
generation in the coupled system’s i-th occurrence; qicsh , qicsw , qicspv are the
power generation of thermal power, wind power, and photovoltaic power in
the coupled system’s i-th occurrence; Eipd is the deviation penalty cost of the
coupled system’s i-th participation in the monthly centralized bidding market;
n is the number of monthly centralized bidding occurrences in a year.

5.3 Translation: Internal Constraints of the Coupled System

To ensure the stable operation of the coupled system and to constrain the
strategic bidding accordingly, it is necessary to consider factors such as wind
and solar forecasting errors, wind and solar power generation constraints, and
uncertainties in wind and solar power generation.

(1) Wind and solar uncertainty constraints

Establishing a set of uncertainties for wind power and photovoltaic power
generation:

Uqw =

{
q̃w,t = (q̃w,1, q̃w,2, q̃w,t . . . q̃w,t),

qmin
w,t ≤ q̃w,t ≤ qmax

w,t ,

T∑
t=1

|2q̃w,t − (qmin
w,t + qmax

w,t )|
qmax
w,t − qmin

w,t

≤ Φ,

∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T

}
(24)

Uqpv =

{
q̃pv ,t = (q̃pv ,1, q̃pv ,2, q̃pv ,t . . . q̃pv ,t),

qmin
pv ,t ≤ q̃pv ,t ≤ qmax

pv ,t ,

T∑
t=1

|2q̃pv ,t − (qmin
pv ,t + qmax

pv ,t )|
qmax
pv ,t − qmin

pv ,t

≤ Γ,

∀t = 1, 2, . . . , T

}
(25)
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Where Uqw , Uqpv are the uncertainty sets for wind power and photovoltaic
power generation in the coupled system; q̃w,tq̃pv ,t are the actual generation of
wind power and photovoltaic power for t days; qmax

w,t qmin
w,t q

max
pv ,t q

min
pv ,t are the

upper and lower limits of wind power and photovoltaic power generation;
T represents the number of days in a month; ΦΓ are the robustness factor that
controls the robustness of the uncertainty sets.

(2) Other constraint conditions

Constraints on thermal power generation capacity:

qmin
icsh ≤ qicsh ≤ qmax

icsh (26)

Where, qicsh is the actual power generation of thermal power units in the
coupled system; qmin

icsh , qmin
icsh are the upper and lower limits of thermal power

generation capacity constraints.
Constraints on wind power and photovoltaic power generation:

qmin
icspv ≤ qicspv ≤ qmax

icspv

qmin
icsw ≤ qicsw ≤ qmax

icsw

(27)

Where, qicspv , qicsw are the actual power generation of wind power and
photovoltaic units in the coupled system; qmax

icsw , qmin
icsw are the upper and lower

limits of wind power generation capacity constraints; qmax
icspv , qmin

icspv are the
upper and lower limits of photovoltaic power generation capacity constraints.

Baseload power and bilateral contract constraints:

0 ≤
∑

qics ≤ qt − qbc − qab (28)

Where qt is the total power generation of the coupled system; qbc is the
baseload power of the coupled system; qab is the annual bilateral contract
power quantity of the coupled system.

6 Solving the Bi-level Coupled System Optimization Model

According to Equations (18)–(19), the clearing model of the monthly
centralized bidding market is a quadratic programming problem with a
quadratic objective function and linear constraints. For quadratic program-
ming problems with inequality constraints, methods such as interior point
methods [25] and active set methods [26] can be employed. However, as
the monthly centralized bidding market gradually matures and involves more
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participants, solving the system of equations using classical mathematical
methods becomes increasingly complex. In this paper, a linearly decreasing
weight particle swarm algorithm is used to search for equilibrium solutions,
which avoids the complexity of solving the nonlinear system of equations
in the supply function clearing model. By ensuring the accuracy of the
results, the computational model is simplified using intelligent algorithms.
The flowchart of the bi-level model is shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4 Flow chart of double layer model.
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7 Case Study Analysis of the Coupled System

7.1 Case Study Parameters

In a certain region, there are 500 kV grid connection points with the potential
for coupled offshore wind power, photovoltaic, and thermal power units.
It is known that six power generation companies, including the coupled
system, participate in the monthly centralized bidding market in a province.
The trading takes place once a month, and it is assumed that there is no
collusion or alliance behavior among the power generation companies in
terms of bidding. Each power generation company participates in the cen-
tralized trading as a separate trading unit, and the final clearing result is
settled based on a single trading unit. Initialization parameter settings for the
linearly decreasing weight particle swarm algorithm: Maximum number of
iterations k = 2000, Number of particles m = 200, Number of generations
t = 1, Initial weight w1 = 0.9, Final weight w2 = 0.4, Initial learning factor
C1 = C2 = 1.4962. T represents the number of days in a month, and in this
paper, it is set to 30; Φ,Γ is the robustness factor that controls the uncertainty
set, and in this paper Φ,Γ ∈ [0, 22], A larger value corresponds to a larger
uncertainty set. In the deviation assessment, k1 = 1, k2 = 2.

The basic information and cost parameters of the thermal power units in
the coupled system are shown in Table 1, and the relevant parameter infor-
mation for new energy sources is shown in Table 2. The cost parameters for
market transactions involving five other thermal power generation companies
are shown in Table 3.

For the monthly centralized bidding market, the demand forecast is
derived from the aggregated demand from the user side by the power trading
center. It can be considered as deterministic, while the uncertain factors of

Table 1 Parameter information of thermal power unit in coupling system
Coupled System Parameter Name Parameter Value
Thermal power unit Cost coefficient acsh 0.0217 Yuan/MW2·h

bcsh 132.121 Yuan/MW·h
Installed capacity 1200 MW
Benchmark electricity price 374.9 Yuan/MW·h
Annual generation hours 4065 h

Wind power unit Installed capacity 300 MW
Annual generation hours 2500 h

Photovoltaic unit Installed capacity 400 MW
Annual generation hours 1200 h
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Table 2 Parameter information of renewable energy unit in coupling system
Parameter Information Wind Power Unit Photovoltaic Unit
Electricity consumption rate 2.85% 2.46%
Discount rate 8% 8%
Lifecycle 25 years 25 years
Total investment cost 4955.35 Million Yuan 2234.00 Million Yuan
Financial interest expense 186.97 Million Yuan 81.23 Million Yuan
Operating and maintenance costs 642.21 Million Yuan 289.53 Million Yuan
Government subsidy fees 4751 Yuan /KW·h 3751 Yuan /KW·h

Table 3 Cost parameter information of other thermal power enterprises
Trading Unit ai(Yuan /MW2·h) bi(Yuan /MW2·h)
G2 0.0195 127.789
G3 0.0217 132.121
G4 0.0222 148.907
G5 0.0244 146.200
G6 0.0303 136.453

Table 4 Market demand information of monthly centralized bidding
Number of Transactions ej(Yuan /MW2·h) fj(Yuan /MW·h)
1st time −0.0068 171.46
2st time −0.0054 129.32
3st time −0.0049 145.75
4st time −0.0052 136.85
5st time −0.0061 128.08
6st time −0.0043 138.54

demand are left to be handled by the spot market and power dispatching
agencies. Considering the actual operating conditions of a certain province,
it is necessary to treat all users uniformly, treating the user side as a whole.
The trading center provides the total demand for the following month, and
the power generation companies use this information to submit their bidding
offers. The power trading center organizes monthly centralized bidding after
announcing the base load and bilateral contract load in the middle of the
year. Therefore, this paper simulates six monthly trading scenarios to reflect
the profit situation of the coupled system in monthly centralized trading
throughout the year. The simulated market demand information is shown in
Table 4.

As shown in Figure 5, it displays the actual and predicted generation of
wind and solar units in the coupled system for the first month in the monthly
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Figure 5 Actual and predicted power generation of wind power and photovoltaic.

Table 5 Bidding parameter information of coupling system
G1 (Coupled System) mi(Yuan /MW2·h) ni(Yuan /MW·h)
#1 0.0173 105.151
#2 0.0165 108.824
#3 0.0161 103.168
#4 0.0169 103.774
#5 0.0171 101.456
#6 0.0166 104.738

centralized bidding market. The data for the remaining months can be found
in the appendix. The light green portion represents the actual generation
exceeding the predicted generation, in which case the thermal power units
reduce their generation by a certain amount based on the deviation. The light
orange portion represents the actual generation being lower than the predicted
generation, in which case the thermal power units increase their generation
by a certain amount based on the deviation. When the thermal power units
in the coupled system are unable to adjust the deviation in the generation of
wind and solar units, they are subject to penalty costs for the deviation.

7.2 Outer Market Clearing Results

Considering the known information from Tables 1, 2, and 3, the bidding
parameters for the coupled system should be adjusted based on the varying
renewable energy generation and deviation in each month. Table 5 presents
the parameter information for the coupled system’s participation in monthly
centralized bidding for each month. The bidding parameters for other thermal
power generation companies are provided in Table 6.
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Table 6 Bidding parameter information of other trading units
Trading Unit mi(Yuan /MW2·h) ni(Yuan /MW·h)
G2 0.0195 127.789
G3 0.0217 132.121
G4 0.0222 148.961
G5 0.0244 146.199
G6 0.0303 136.453

Figure 6 Transacted electricity in evolution.

Comparing the iterative process of the six simulated monthly central-
ized bidding clearing quantities (as shown in Figure 6), based on the cost
advantages of renewable energy in the coupled system, it allows the coupled
system to have a greater bidding space and capacity in the bidding function.
As a result, the coupled system occupies a larger market share in the limited
demand, ultimately obtaining more cleared electricity in the market compared
to the independent bidding of traditional thermal power units.

Comparing the iterative process of the bidding coefficient in the six
simulated monthly centralized bidding scenarios (as shown in Figure 7),
the coupled system chooses to lower the bidding coefficient to obtain more
cleared electricity to a certain extent. However, it still maintains within
a reasonable bidding range, reaching the lowest point only in the third
transaction.
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Figure 7 Bidding coefficient in evolution.

Translation: Comparing the clearing results of the six monthly centralized
bidding markets (as shown in Table 7), the coupled system G1 maintains a rel-
atively high clearing price even with a higher transaction volume. The power
generation companies G2 and G3 aim to obtain more cleared electricity in the
market, but they are constrained by the cost function. They can only slightly
increase their bidding functions above the marginal cost function by reducing
the bidding coefficient. Therefore, their bidding coefficients are the lowest in
the first, fourth, fifth, and sixth transactions. On the other hand, the power
generation companies G4, G5, and G6 adopt a high bidding strategy, which
raises the clearing price. However, due to their higher bidding functions,
they can only achieve a relatively smaller volume of transactions in the
fiercely competitive centralized market. In contrast, the coupled system G1
stands out from the other five power generation companies. Based on the cost
advantage of the bidding cost function, in the third transaction, the coupled
system chooses to lower the bidding coefficient, reduce the clearing price,
and ultimately achieves the highest cleared electricity volume among the six
transactions. In the fifth and sixth transactions, the coupled system chooses to
increase the bidding coefficient strategy and also obtains a relatively higher
electricity volume. This demonstrates that the coupled system, based on its
abundant bidding space, can adopt different bidding strategies for pricing.
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Table 7 Clearing results of monthly centralized bidding market
Number of
Transactions Trading Unit Bidding Coefficient Cleared Volume Cleared Price
#1 G1 1.944 6885 323.52

G2 1.215 4778 288.46
G3 1.762 2972 297.3
G4 1.625 2732 302.72
G5 1.955 1215 315.48
G6 2.145 1915 350.73

#2 G1 1.496 11389 354.34
G2 1.035 10760 342.08
G3 1.208 5718 283.68
G4 2.145 1261 347.52
G5 1.851 3162 347.77
G6 1.011 4908 286.53

#3 G1 1.096 14254 361.84
G2 1.509 8369 356.03
G3 1.233 6367 301.07
G4 1.318 4291 291.59
G5 1.383 4057 301.18
G6 1.801 1064 277.99

#4 G1 1.454 10296 331.01
G2 1.163 9096 326.02
G3 1.578 4148 298.50
G4 1.626 4334 338.43
G5 1.411 5778 347.27
G6 1.659 3347 327.79

#5 G1 1.679 9714 344.6
G2 1.269 8795 333.67
G3 1.864 3149 314.61
G4 1.963 2814 354.88
G5 1.469 5128 339.89
G6 1.356 4498 321.32

#6 G1 1.326 10993 329.61
G2 1.002 10297 328.84
G3 1.453 5562 312.67
G4 1.226 6381 324.28
G5 1.348 4865 315.78
G6 1.257 5604 341.32

Note: Unit for cleared volume: MWh, unit for cleared price: Yuan /MWh.
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Figure 8 Clearing capacity and bidding coefficient of coupling system.

Figure 9 Net income of power generation enterprises.

Comparing the cleared electricity and bidding coefficient of the coupled
system in the six transactions (as shown in Figure 8), the changes in the bid-
ding coefficient of the coupled system have a significant impact on the cleared
electricity. For example, in the first and fifth transactions, when the coupled
system increases the bidding coefficient, the cleared electricity is relatively
low. However, in the second and third transactions, when the coupled system
changes its bidding strategy and lowers the bidding coefficient, it leads to an
increasing trend in the cleared electricity.

7.3 Analysis of the Profits of the Inner Coupled System

As shown in Figure 9, the coupled system incurs varying degrees of penalty
costs in different months. However, due to the self-regulating capability
of the coupled system, the originally high penalty costs for deviations are
significantly reduced. The actual penalty costs are only a small portion
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Table 8 Income comparison between coupling system and independent bidding
Number of Total Total Bias Net
Transactions Trading Unit Revenue Cost Penalty Income
1 Coupled system 222.74 154.40 9.26 59.08

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 167.83 104.80 17.15 45.88
2 Coupled system 403.58 344.15 15.43 44.00

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 298.46 237.64 21.14 39.68
3 Coupled system 515.76 501.38 6.16 8.22

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 346.37 320.29 13.68 12.39
4 Coupled system 340.81 291.65 10.23 38.93

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 288.74 255.54 17.84 15.36
5 Coupled system 344.74 265.39 9.55 69.80

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 274.48 238.61 16.59 19.28
6 Coupled system 362.34 324.66 4.62 33.06

Wind-solar-biomass hybrid system 261.72 231.07 13.67 16.98
Note: Unit for total revenue, total cost, bias penalty, net income: Million Yuan.

that the thermal power units in the coupled system are unable to mitigate.
Therefore, considering the penalty costs, the coupled system still achieves
the highest net profits in the first, second, fourth, and fifth transactions.
In the second transaction, the coupled system chose to lower the bidding
coefficient in an attempt to obtain more cleared electricity in the bidding
market. Although it achieved the highest cleared electricity volume, it also
resulted in lower profit margins, which explains the lower net profits in the
third transaction. In the fifth transaction, the coupled system adjusted its
strategy to maintain a balance between cleared electricity volume and bidding
coefficient, ultimately achieving maximum profits 104.

When wind and solar participate in market bidding independently, they
face higher deviation penalty costs. Comparing the profits of the coupled
system with the independent bidding of wind and solar, the results of the
six monthly centralized transactions within a year for the coupled system
and wind-solar independent bidding are shown in Table 8 and Figure 10.
The analysis shows that the total revenue for the coupled system in the six
transactions is 21,899.97 million RMB, while the total revenue for wind-
solar independent bidding is 16,376.60 million RMB. This indicates that in
the market bidding process, the coupled system leverages its overall cost
and capacity advantages to gain a larger market share. In terms of total
costs, the coupled system incurs 18,816.63 million RMB, while wind-solar
independent bidding incurs 13,879.95 million RMB. This means that the
coupled system absorbs the forecast errors of wind and solar, increasing the
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Figure 10 Net income comparison and penalty costs between coupling system and indepen-
dent bidding.

overall operating costs of the coupled system. Regarding deviation penalties,
the coupled system incurs 552.5 million RMB, while wind-solar independent
bidding incurs 100.07 million RMB. This shows that the thermal power units
in the coupled system compensate for the electricity deviation caused by
wind and solar forecast errors, reducing penalty costs. Finally, in terms of
net profits, the total net profit for the coupled system’s monthly centralized
transactions is 2,530.9 million RMB, which represents a 69.20% increase
compared to the net profit from wind-solar independent operation.

Therefore, when integrating and coupling renewable energy with thermal
power generation as a single trading unit in monthly centralized bidding,
it exhibits significant cost advantages and self-regulation capabilities. This
enables it to have a larger bidding space, more flexible bidding strategies, and
lower penalty costs, all while operating at lower marginal costs. As a result, it
occupies a larger market share within the limited demand for electricity and
ultimately achieves higher profits compared to independent bidding of wind
and solar in the monthly centralized bidding market.

8 Conclusion

Through case analysis, the integration and coupling of renewable energy units
with thermal power units as a unified entity within the same grid connection
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point, participating as a single trading unit in the monthly centralized bid-
ding market, have been validated, and the following conclusions have been
drawn:

(1) The economic benefits of the coupled system are significantly superior
to independent bidding of wind and solar, as well as other power gen-
eration companies. By integrating as a coupled system, the renewable
energy units gain the ability to actively participate in market bidding,
allowing a larger portion of renewable energy generation to be involved
in medium- to long-term market transactions. The thermal power units
provide a certain amount of electricity support and ancillary services
in monthly centralized bidding. Due to the higher net income of the
coupled system compared to independent bidding of wind and solar,
thermal power can still achieve higher profits under the coupled system
model. Therefore, promoting the coupled system can effectively facil-
itate the market-oriented integration of new energy while driving the
transformation of thermal power units.

(2) The environmental benefits of the coupled system are significantly
superior to independent bidding of wind and solar. The coupled system
mitigates the fluctuations of wind and solar power, reducing the curtail-
ment of renewable energy and improving the economic efficiency of the
coupled system. It promotes the integration and coupling of renewable
energy with thermal power, focusing on improving the economic bene-
fits of the coupled system. This model facilitates changes in the energy
structure of the power market, provides new ideas for further renewable
energy integration, enhances the participation of renewable energy in the
power market, and effectively alleviates the pressure on the power grid
during peak load periods.

(3) The operational model of integrating renewable energy and traditional
energy as a unified entity in the monthly centralized bidding market
has practical significance and research value. The models and methods
studied in this paper, including but not limited to the selected monthly
trading format and the integrated trading model, are also applicable to
various types of power trading markets currently conducted in China
(such as multi-day rolling and day-ahead markets). While ensuring
the economic benefits of traditional power units, the coupled system
provides new ideas for actively integrating large-scale renewable energy
into the medium- to long-term power market, expands the market
scope for renewable energy, and gradually establishes a pattern where
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“renewable energy provides the main power and thermal power provides
ancillary services.”

This paper analyzes the revenue situation of the coupled system partici-
pating as a whole in the monthly centralized bidding market. In the future,
the allocation of benefits among different types of units within the coupled
system under different trading environments can be a focus of research.
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